Abstract. The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation (KSE) arises in many diverse scientific areas, and are of much mathematical interest due in part to their chaotic behavior, and their similarity to the Navier-Stokes equations. However, very little is known about their global well-posedness in the 2D case. Moreover, regularizations of the system (e.g., adding large diffusion, etc.) do not seem to help, due to the lack of any control over the L 2 norm. In this work, we propose a new "reduced" 2D model that modifies the only linear part of (the vector form of) the 2D KSE in only one component. This new model shares much in common with the 2D KSE: it is fourth-order in space, it has an identical nonlinearity which does not vanish in energy estimates, and it has low-mode instability controlled by a single parameter. However, we prove that our reduced model is globally well-posed. We also examine its dynamics computationally. Moreover, while its solutions do not appear to be approximations of solutions to the KSE, the solutions do seem to hold many qualitative similarities with those of the KSE. We examine these properties via computational simulations comparing solutions of the new model to solutions of the 2D KSE.
Introduction
The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation (KSE) appears frequently in diverse areas such as the study of instabilities in laminar flame fronts [48] , plasmas [10, 30] , reaction-diffusion systems [28, 29] , and the flow of fluid films on inclined planes [50] . Indeed, under somewhat generic assumptions, it was shown in [34] that the dynamics of quite general physical systems obeying certain symmetries can be described in part by the KSE if a certain bifurcation point is exceeded, explaining the ubiquitous appearance of the equation. Despite its prevalence, very little progress has been made in terms of its mathematical analysis for large times in dimensions higher than one, and major questions remain unanswered even in one dimension. In this paper, we propose and analyze a hybrid version of the higher-dimensional KSE and Burgers equations that may shed light on the original system. This new system has many characteristic features in common with the KSE: It is fourth-order in space; it has an unstable term given by a backward diffusion operator; it has an advective-type nonlinearity, and the solution is not divergence-free. However, unlike for the higher-dimensional KSE, we are able to provide a proof that this new system is globally well-posed, which is the main purpose of the present work. We also provide computational simulations that compare the dynamics of the 2D KSE to the new system.
The KSE was first derived in [29, 48] (see also [27, 49, 50] ). They are given in a domain Ω ⊂ R n by ∂ t u + (u · ∇)u = −λ u − 2 u in Ω × (0, T ), (1.1a) u(x, 0) = u in (x) in Ω, (1.1b) with boundary conditions discussed below. Here, λ > 0 is a dimensionless constant. One may also consider the scalar or "integrated" form given by
Note that by setting u := ∇φ, one formally recovers a solution to (1.1a) .
In the one-dimensional case, with either periodic (Ω = T := R/2πZ) or full-space (Ω = R) boundary conditions, (1.1) is globally well posed, and in the periodic case has a finitedimensional global attractor and an inertial manifold (see, e.g., [12, 11, 14, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 37, 44, 52, 53] and the references therein). In particular, the existence and uniqueness of the solution in the one-dimensional case is shown in [35] ; we also refer to [36] for a result on the finite-dimensionality result using the notion of determining modes. It was also shown in [8] that the only steady-state solutions to (1.1) in either R n or T n , n = 1, 2, are constant functions. The question of the global well-posedness of (1.1) for n ≥ 2 in the periodic case, or R
n is still open in general; however, in dimensions n = 2 and 3 for the case of radially symmetric initial data in an annular domain, global well-posedness was proved in [2] , assuming homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. On the other hand, in [42] (see also [18] ) it was shown that, under a certain (seemingly non-physical) choice of third-order boundary conditions, for any dimension n ≥ 1, solutions to (1.1) develop a singularity in finite time for a certain class of initial conditions. These issues were discussed in [31] , where it was also shown that global well-posedness holds in the one-dimensional case, with a different choice of third-order boundary conditions. The physical boundary conditions for (1.1) are given by u ≡ u ≡ 0 on ∂Ω. Currently, the question of global existence of solutions to (1.1) under the physical boundary conditions, even in the 1D case, remains open. Moreover, for n ≥ 2, the question of global well-posedness of (1.1) in the periodic case, or in the full space R n , is also a challenging open question. However, short-time existence (but not uniqueness) of solutions in Gevrey spaces in the case Ω = R n for arbitrary dimension n ∈ N was proven in [5] . Also, in [1] , it was shown that, so long as there are no linearly growing modes, then for sufficiently small initial data in a certain function space based on the Wiener algebra, global existence holds.
We remark that (1.1) may be written in component form as
We consider here the following two-dimensional system, which we called the reduced Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equations (r-KSE) written in terms of u = (u 1 , u 2 ).
e., we impose periodic boundary conditions). Here, T > 0, ν > 0 and λ > 0 are constants. Remark 1.1. It may also be noted that (1.4) no longer appears to arise from a scalar form of the equations such as (1.2), and hence for (1.2), there is no obvious analogue of the modification that takes (1.1) to (1.4) . One possibility is to use a nonlinearity of the form 1 2 ∇|u| 2 instead of u·∇u in (1.4). These are formally the same for the 2D KSE if one identifies u ≡ ∇φ, but for system (1.4), we make no assumption that u ≡ ∇ψ for any function ψ. Rather than analyze both possible choices of nonlinearity, we made the arbitrary choice to focus on the nonlinearity u · ∇u (this case is slightly more involved, since the Ω u dx is no longer preserved by the flow), but results similar to those in this paper can also be proven for the nonlinearity 1 2 ∇|u| 2 using nearly identical arguments to those made below. We also note that it is clear that if ones switches the roles of u 1 and u 2 in (1.4), symmetric results to those in the present work hold. It is less clear how to generalize (1.4) to the 3D case, although there are several promising possibilities. The authors plan to investigate the questions in a future work. Remark 1.2. We note that a different modification of the 2D KSE was studied in [40, 41] ; however, this was with a drastically simplified nonlinearity (uu x rather than u · ∇u) which vanishes in energy estimates. It is our view that the central difficulty of the higher-dimensional KSE, besides the lack of a maximum principle, is that the nonlinearity does not vanish in L 2 energy estimates, analogous to the vorticity stretching for the 3D Navier-Stokes equations term not vanishing in L 2 estimates of the vorticity. We note that in system (1.4) proposed above, the nonlinearity is identical to the nonlinearity in the 2D KSE, and hence does not vanish in L 2 energy estimates.
We note that, as remarked upon above, one of the main obstacles in tackling the global well-posedness of the KSE (1.1) in the 2D case is that even though in the one-dimensional case,
since u is not divergence free. This is reminiscent of the situation of the Burgers' equation in contrast to the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE); Ω (u · ∇)u · udx = 0 in the latter case due to the divergence-free condition while this integral is nonzero in general for the former case.
With that in mind, we follow the work of [43] in the proof of our main result Theorem 3.2. Let us also point out that even if the initial data is mean zero, such a property is not preserved through evolution of (1.4). Again, this is actually valid for the one-dimensional KSE (1.1) but not for the two-dimensional KSE (1.1) or (1.4) because
also in contrast to the case of the NSE. This creates various difficulty such as the lack of applicability of Poincaré inequality. Pooley and Robinson in [43] overcame such a difficulty using a bound on the moment of the solution u [43, Lemma 2] . We can obtain the analogous result with which we may use Poincaré inequality. However, the computations become rather lengthy. In fact, as we will see, we may overcome this difficulty essentially by doing the estimates in an inhomogeneous space instead of homogeneous space, i.e., an
1.1. Some remarks on the equation. There are many studies that consider modifications of an equation for which the global existence and/or uniqueness of solutions is an open question. Such works, including the present work, often then show that the modified equation is well-posed. There are at least two major reasons for such studies. The first is that sometimes the modified equation can be seen as a better-behaved approximation of the original equation, and thus it may be of use, e.g., in numerical simulations or studies of the dynamics. For instance, the development of α-models for the 3D NSE and related α-models (see, e.g., [3, 7, 9, 32] and the references therein). The second reason is more subtle. A modification of the equation can be seen as a way to try to understand something about the mechanisms underlying the dynamics predicted by the equations. For instance, let us consider the abstract system
where N is an operator that may be nonlinear and nonlocal. , then well-posedness is restored. In the first case, this is due to the pressure to "weakening" the nonlinearity by causing u to be divergence-free, preventing (1.6) and similarly weakening the nonlinearity in higher-oder estimates, ultimately allowing proofs of global well-posedness to go through. In the case of the 2D viscous Burgers equation, the situation is quite different due to (1.6); however, as observed by O. Ladyzhenskaya (see, e.g., [51] and the discussion in [43] ), a maximum principle can be found for this system, which prvents the nonlineairty from forming arbitrarily large gradients. This maximum principle is destroyed by adding a pressure gradient, as in the case of the Euler or the NSE), or by adding a higher-order diffusion, as in the case of the so-called "hyper-viscous Burgers equation" where N (u) = −ν 2 ∆ 2 u (formally, this is (1.1a) with λ = 0) as pointed out in [31] . In the 3D case, the pressure gradient weakens the nonlinearity in the sense that it prevents (1.6), but it no longer has a similar effect on higher-order estimates. Moreover, it still destroys the maximum principle, so it is no longer clear to what extent the pressure affects the nonlinearity, or even whether its net effect is to weaken or strengthen the nonlinearity. In the case of the 3D viscous Burgers equation, global well-posedness still holds due to the maximum principle.
From this perspective, one can see the reason for the interest in the multi-dimensional KSE (or even the multi-dimensional hyper-viscous Burgers equation). It provides a setting in which the nonlinearity is rather strong (i.e., not weakened by the pressure or the maximum principle), and where the formation of arbitrarily large gradients is checked only by hyperdiffusion. Interesting results in this direction appear even in the 1D case. For instance, in [26] , it is shown that adding a large dispersion term to the 1D KSE weakens the nonlinearity in the sense that the dispersion mechanism disperses large gradients as they begin to form, keeping energy in the lower modes where it increased by the low-modes instabilty in the KSE more than it is decreased by the hyperdiffusion.
Thus, the reduced system (1.4) we propose in this work is of interest in the sense that it only partially destroys the maximum principle by allowing it in the first component, but not in the second. Moreover, it does not sufficiently weaken the nonlinearity to prevent (1.6) by, e.g., enforcing a divergence-free condition, but relies only on one-dimensional symmetries of the form (1.5), present in all equations of the form (1.7). As we prove below, having only this partial maximum principle is enough to tame nonlinearity sufficiently to obtain global well-posedness.
Preliminaries
We write A α,β B, A ≈ α,β B whenever there exists a constant c = c(α, β) such that A ≤ cB, A = cB, respectively. For brevity we also write f T 2 f(x)dx as well as ∂ j ∂ ∂x j for j ∈ {1, 2}. We recall that, due to the periodic boundary condtions, for f in suitable spaces, we may write
and the inhomogeneous and homogeneous Sobolev norms 
for allX, X ∈ U . Then for any X 0 ∈ O, there exists a time T > 0 such that
We also recall the Aubin-Lions-Simon Compactness Theorem, a proof of which can be found in, e.g., [46, Theorem 5] ; also [47, Lemma 4] . 
Global Well-Posedness
We first write down the definition of a strong solution to the r-KSE (1.4).
for almost all t ∈ [0, T ], and 
Proof of Theorem 3.2
We consider a Galerkin approximation with P n being the projection onto the Fourier modes of order up to n ∈ N ∪ {0}:
We let u n P n u (P n u 1 , P n u 2 ) and consider the following Galerkin-trucated system.
; moreover, such bounds are independent of n. Additionally,
* is the maximal existence time and T * < ∞, then lim sup
Proof. We rely on Lemma 2.1. In order to do so we define
In the estimates below, we make use of the following elementary facts:
, we compute
by (4.2), Hölder's inequality, the embedding of
, (4.3b) and (4.3c). Secondly, we compute
by (4.2), (4.3b), (4.3c), Hölder's inequality and the embedding of
. Therefore, we conclude from (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5) that
Thus, we see that F n is locally Lipschitz continuous in any open set
by taking g n ≡ 0 in (4.4) and (4.5). Thus, by Lemma 2.1, given u in ∈ H 1 (T 2 ), there exists a unique solution
As we pointed out in Remark 1.1, due to the lack of conserved quantity such as L 2 -norm and the inaccessibility of Poincaré inequality, this estimate alone will not work. Nevertheless, if we work on the H 1 (T 2 )-estimate instead ofḢ 1 (T 2 )-estimate, this difficulty may be overcome. For this purpose, we take L 2 -inner products with (u 1 , u 2 ) to obtain
(4.9)
We now start our estimates. Firstly, we compute
where we used (4.8), (4.3d), (4.3a), Hölder's inequality, (4.3c), the embedding of
, Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, and Young's inequality. Secondly, we compute
by (4.8), Hölder's inequality, (4.3c), the embedding of
(4.12)
by Hölder's inequality. Thus, we apply (4.12) to (4.11) and further bound by
H 1 ) (4.13) due to Young's inequality. Thirdly, we compute (4.14)
due to (4.8), (4.12) and Young's inequality. Fourthly, we compute
by (4.9), Hölder's inequality, (4.3c) and the embedding of 
This implies that there exists a constant c ≥ 0 such that
Thus, H 1 (T 2 )-norm does not blow up for all
Hence, T n < T T * 2 for all n ∈ N and
We go back to (4.18) and integrate in time to also deduce that
due to (4.20) . We also go back to (4.1a) and directly take (4.20) and (4.21). We also return to (4.1b) and directly take
by the embedding of Using our results on the Galerkin approximation system, we will first deduce a local existence of a unique solution to (1.4). By Banach-Alaoglu theorem and weak compactness we obtain u = (
) and a subsequence of {u n } n , which we still denote by u n , such that
by (4.20) and (4.21). Now we let p = 2,
by Lemma 2.2, (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23). Similarly letting p = ∞, 
and ψ(T ) = 0 to deduce
by Hölder's inequality and (4.26). Identically we can show that
as n → ∞ by Hölder's inequality and (4.25). Identically we can show
as n → ∞. On the other hand, we have
as n → ∞ due to (4.24) and that (
We estimate
as n → ∞ by (4.33), (4.3d), Hölder's inequality, the embedding of
) and (4.20). Secondly,
as n → ∞ by (4.33), Hölder's inequality, the embeddings of (4.20) and (4.26). Thirdly, 
as n → ∞. We did not rely on anything special about u 1 in the computations of (4.33)-(4.36); thus, the same argument mutatis mutandis shows that (4.38)
as n → ∞ due to that (4.1c). Identically we can show that .40), we may pass to the limit to obtain
. It follows that (4.41a)-(4.41b) continues to hold for any linear combinations of w j = (w j,1 , w j,2 ) ∈ H 1 (T 2 ) and thus for any v = (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ H 1 (T 2 ) by continuity and denseness of {w j } j in 
In comparison of (4.41a)-(4.41b) and (4.43a)-(4.43b), we see that
Next, concerning uniqueness, suppose that u = (u 1 , u 2 ) and v = (v 1 , v 2 ) are both solutions to (1.4) with same initial data. Letting w = (w 1 , w 2 ) u − v gives
so that taking L 2 (T 2 )-inner products with (w 1 , w 2 ) leads to
We point out that in contrast to the case of the NSE, IV 1 and IV 3 in (4.46) do not immediately vanish due to the lack of divergence-free property of u in (1.1). Now we estimate the terms in (4.46)
and
where we used Hölder's inequality, the embeddings of
and Young's inequality. Next,
by (4.46), Hölder's inequality, the embedding of
, (4.50) and Young's inequality. Finally,
by (4.46), (4.50) and Young's inequality. Therefore, we apply (4.47), (4.48), (4.49), (4.51) and (4.52) to (4.46) and conclude that 1 2
(4.53)
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Grönwall's inequality implies uniqueness, considering that u, v ∈ L 2 ([0, T ]; H 2 ) due to (4.24). Next, we finally extend our local solution globally in time. It suffices to prove a uniform bound on H 1 -norm considering Proposition 4.1. We will need the following maximum principle of u 1 .
Proof. From (1.4a), we may fix α > 0, denote by φ(x, t) e −αt u 1 (x, t) and consider the equation of evolution of |φ| 2 . A straight-forward computation yields,
due to (1.4a). We may write
and therefore (4.55) may be rewritten as
Then the left side of (4.57) becomes strictly positive, leading to an immediate contradiction. Therefore, either |φ(x * , t * )| 2 = 0 and has a maximum at (x * , t * ) or |φ(x, t)| 2 has no maximum on .53) follows. On the other hand, if |φ(x * , t * )| 2 = 0, because we know that the maximum exists on [0, T ] × T 2 , we must have
for some x * ∈ T 2 and all t ∈ [0, T ] and hence
for some x * ∈ T 2 and all t ∈ [0, T ]. Therefore,
)-bound on u 1 leads to the following bound on1 u 2 .
Proof. We take L 2 (T 2 )-inner products on (1.4b) with u 2 to obtain
We make use of the fact that u 2 (∂ 2 u 2 )u 2 = 1 6 ∂ 2 (u 2 ) 3 = 0 and estimate
by Hölder's inequality, Young's inequality, (4.54) and (4.50). Subtracting
L 2 from both sides of (4.60) and applying Grönwall's inequality complete the proof of Proposition 4.3.
We are almost ready to complete the H 1 (T 2 )-bound; however, we will see that we need to improve the
Proof. We take L 2 (T 2 )-inner products on (1.4a) with u 1 to first rewrite
where we used an integration by parts; this is crucial because we do not have any bound on the derivative of u 1 yet. Now we continue to bound by
by Hölder's inequality, the embedding of
) by (4.58), integrating (4.62) in time completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.
Finally, the following proposition will complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. We take L 2 (T 2 )-inner products on (1.4) with (−∆u 1 , −∆u 2 ) to study
(4.64)
where we used Hölder's inequality, (4.12) and Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. Subtracting
3 from both sides and relying on Grönwall's inequality complete the proof of Proposition 4.5 as
) by (4.58) and (4.61).
Computational Results
In this section, we demonstrate the dynamical differences between the KSE system (1.1) and r-KSE system (1.4) by looking at numerical simulations of the equations side-by-side. We do not focus on the particular dynamics of the KSE system (1.1), since this has been studied elsewhere (see [23] for an in-depth computational study of the 2D KSE and [4] for a finite-difference scheme for the 2D KSE).
5.1. Numerical Methods. We performed our simulations in MATLAB (R2019a). The domain was a periodic square, Ω = [−π, π) 2 , using standard pseudo-spectral methods respecting the 2/3's dealiasing rule for (see, e.g., [6, 38, 39, 45] and the references therein for details of psuedospectral methods). We use an implicit/explicit Runge-Kutta-4-type algorithm, where the linear terms are handled implicitly via an exponential time-differencing algorithm (ETD, also called the exponential integrator method) using complex contour integration to handle removable singularities of the form (e z − 1)/z, (e z − z − 1)/z 2 , and so on (see, e.g., [24, 25] ). Parameters λ and ν, and the initial data we chosen so that the energy spectrum of the solution had decayed to machine precision (≈ 2.2204 × 10 −16 in MATLAB) before the dealiasing cut-off, verified a posteriori. The time step was chosen to respect the advective CFL condition at each time step (∆t ≈ 7.6546×10 −6 ). In all simulations of r-KSE, the spatial resolution was 512 2 grid points (uniform rectangular mesh). For KSE simulations, the dissipation from the biLaplacian was large enough that we only needed 128 2 resolution. Our initial data was chosen similarly to be the well-studied initial data in [23] . Namely, we set ϕ(x, y) := C(sin(x + y) + sin(x) + sin(y)), and u in = ∇ϕ.
where C is chosen so that u in L 2 = 1. It is less clear how one should choose ν > 0, so we look at two values, ν = 0.05 and ν = 0.5. We note that a comprehensive study of the parameter regimes involved in system (1.4) is outside the scope of the present work, and will be presented elsewhere. The purpose of the simulations we present here are only to give a feeling for the similarities and differences between the KSE and r-KSE systems.
Remark 5.1. Several issues arise with verification of numerical schemes for 4th-order nonlinear equations in higher dimensions. For example, the standard method of manufactured solutions (i.e., choosing a function to be an exact solution, and using it to determine an initial condition, and an appropriate forcing function on the right-hand side) can have lead to large computed errors if one uses the L 2 norm to compute the error. To see this, consider a spatial resolution of 512 2 on the domain [−π, pi) 2 as in our simulations, meaning that the highest resolved frequency (the Nyquist frequency) is k Ny = 512/2. Assuming a machinezero error of ε = 2.2204 × 10 −16 occurs at this frequency, the resulting computation for the bi-Laplacian 2 for just this node would involve an error of size εk ). Given that there are 512 2 = 262, 144 spatial nodes, errors can accumulate quite rapidly if one sums over the domain; hence, even if the computation is done to high precision (e.g., using ETD methods or integrating factors, so that one is multiplying by factors involving small factors such as e (−|k| 4 +λ|k| 2 )∆t ), the computation of the error itself may show low precision. Hence, seems to be better to consider, e.g., the L ∞ norm instead of the L 2 norm for purposes of verification. Another implication is that, if one can run at lower spatial resolution (as determined by the fall-off of the energy spectrum), it may be better to do so to avoid polluting the solution with noise. Hence, the KSE solution we show below is run at resolution 128 2 , since the energy spectrum decays to machine precision long before the 2/3's dealising cutoff at |k| = 128/3 ≈ 42.67.
Aside from the problem of computation of the error, when simulating a chaotic dynamical system such as the KSE, it is important to have several checks to make sure simulations results do not depend too heavily on the numerical scheme. The results reported here were also checked with integrating factor methods, and similar results were obtained. We also check that resolved simulations at lower resolution qualitatively agreed with those at higher resolution. However, with the KSE system, we were able to perform an additional check: namely, we simulated equation (1.2) along (1.1), resulting in solutions ϕ and u respectively, and then checked u−∇ϕ L ∞ . Analytically, if solutions are smooth, one should have u = ∇ϕ, but computationally, one expects disagreement between these quantities to arise due to small errors accumulating over time, combined with the chaotic nature of the equations. The results of our simulations can be seen in Figure 5 .1. It is for this reason that our simulations shown below are shown for relatively small times (even though our simulations were stable for significantly larger times).
Computational Results.
It is important to keep in mind that the r-KSE system (1.4) is not meant to be a model for the KSE system (1.1) in the sense of approximating the dynamical evolution of solutions, and therefore no particular agreement between solutions is expected. Moreover, both systems appear to behave chaotically, in the sense that small perturbations of the initial conditions or parameters can strongly affect the evolution of solutions, and therefore the major change made by moving from the the KSE system to the r-KSE system studied here is unlikely to produce similar trajectories, which is what we observe in Figure 5 .2. However, we claim that the dynamics of the r-KSE are phenomenologically similar to the KSE, at least in certain aspects, which we investigate below. We note that while we saw many varied types of behavior in our simulations, the simulations presented were not chosen too carefully, and we believe they represent fairly typical behavior for these systems. As expected, in Figure 5 .2 there are clear differences, both quantitative and qualitative, between the solutions in both systems. Thus, we do not claim that the solutions of the r-KSE are reasonable approximations to the KSE. However, a closer look does reveal some qualitative agreements. We note that similar length-scales develop at approximately the same time, and also solution amplitudes grow at roughly the same rate. Both systems develop new cell-like structures, although they appear to be more complex in the KSE case. We also observed in large-time simulations (not shown here) that solutions to the KSE and r-KSE often move toward a quasi-one-dimensional state, a phenomenon was investigated in the context of the 2D KSE in [23] . The r-KSE solutions tend to approach this state more rapidly, perhaps due increased smoothing in one direction and anisotropic instability (although the orientation of the 1D state, vertical or horizontal, seems to be highly sensitive to small perturbations in the initial data and parameters).
Qualitative similarities are also to be found in the energy spectrum. In Figure 5 .3, we see that while the spectrum of u 1 takes on a very different character between the KSE and the r-KSE solutions, the spectrum of u 2 is much more similar to the KSE spectrum. This phenomenon was observed by the authors in many different simulations using different initial data. We also observed that the spectrum of u 2 for the r-KSE has less similarity with the KSE as the viscosity ν > 0 decreases. This may be due to the fact that the KSE is strongly dissipative (due to the term ∆ 2 u), so reducing the dissipation (in u 1 ) even further in the reduced model may cause greater differences in the dynamics of the two systems. 
Conclusion
In this study, we have shown that the 2D r-KSE is globally well-posed, that it enjoys many of the same mathematical properties as the 2D KSE (discussed in the introduction), and that computationally, its dynamics have a qualitative resemblance to the dynamics of the KSE (e.g., the time evolution of various norms, and the spectrum of the "unreduced" component). Therefore, we believe that the 2D r-KSE has the potential to severe as an instructive phenomenological model for the 2D KSE, playing a similar role to the role that, e.g., the 3D Burgers equation plays to 3D NSE. Indeed, this analogy is stronger than one might initially suppose: in reducing the 3D Navier-Stokes equations to the 3D Burgers equations, one removes a term (namely the pressure gradient) to allow for a maximum principle. This is exactly the same strategy behind reducing the 2D KSE to the 2D r-KSE.
Much like the 3D NSE, the 2D KSE is not known to be globally well-posed for arbitrary smooth initial data. However, we note that there exists a wide variety of globally well-posed models that are phenomenologically similar to the 3D NSE (e.g., the 3D Navier-Stokes-α model, the 3D viscous Burgers equation, 3D NSE with hyperviscosity, etc.) that can lead to useful insights about the 3D NSE, serve as instructive counter-examples, and guide new research directions. In contrast, we know of no such globally well-posed analogues for the 2D KSE, other than the 1D KSE (which clearly has strong differences from the 2D KSE), and the r-KSE model proposed here. The aim of the present work has been to provide a system which can act as such an analogue.
